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NEW QUESTION: 1
Assume you deposit $300 now into an account that had nothing in it previously, make an
additional deposit of $400 in 1 year, and a final deposit of $200 in 4 years. How much is in your
account in 6 years, if the account earns interest at 7% per year, compounded annually?
A. $1,431.88
B. $418.29
C. $1,240.22
D. $1,120.04
E. $925.51
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
Solve this question by working several compound interest problems, moving each dollar
amount over to year 5. On the BAII Plus, press 6 N, 7 I/Y, 300 PV, 0 PMT, CPT FV, which yields
$450.22. Then press STO
1, 5 N, 400 PV, CPT FV, which yields $561.02. Then press + RCL 1 = STO 1. Then press 2 N, 200 PV,
CPT FV, which yields $228.98. Then press + RCL 1 = to see the answer. On the HP12C, press 6 n, 7
i,
300 PV, 0 PMT, FV. Then press STO 1, 5 n, 400 PV, FV. Then press RCL 1 + STO 1. Then press 2 n,
200 PV, FV. Then press RCL 1 + to see the answer. Note that the answer will be displayed as a
negative number. Also note that the value of "N" for each dollar amount is based on the
distance from year 6.

NEW QUESTION: 2
DRAG DROP
You manage an application deployed to a cloud service that utilizes an Azure Storage account.
The cloud service currently uses the primary access key.
Security policy requires that all shared access keys are changed without causing application
downtime.
Which three steps should you perform in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions

from the list of actions
to the answer area and arrange them in the correct order.
Answer:
Explanation:
Box 1:
Box 2:
Box 3:

NEW QUESTION: 3
What is needed to allow a user with Editor level access to a database to enable a scheduled
agent?
A. The Editor level user has the Execution Control List setting of "Modify other Notes
Databases" enabled for their ID file.
B. The agent property "Allow editor level user activation" must be checked in the Security tab
of the agent properties.
C. There is no way for a user with Editor level access to enable a scheduled agent to run as that
would require a change to the agent requiring atleast Designer access.
D. The Editor level user should be listed in the "Sign or run unrestricted methods and
operations" field on the Security tab of the Serverdocument.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 4
What must be used when implementing the backbone multicast feature to isolate multicasts in
the SPBM region?
A. maximum of two Equal Cost Tree (ECT) algorithms
B. single l-SID for all VLANs belonging to the same customer
C. head-end replication for multicasts
D. odd-numbered VLAN IDs for B-VLANs
Answer: C
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